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I. INTRODUCTION
E RROR probability is a significant indicator of the transmission efficiency of coded information through a wide variety of communication channels. Closed form expressions for the calculation of the error probability are hard to establish in general, and thus tight analytical bounds are sought [1] . Classical treatments [2, Ch. 5] as well as modern approaches [3, provide tight bounds mostly for random and structured families of codes (turbo codes [4] , LDPC codes [5] ), since the latter are treated more easily than specific codes. Thus the existence of at least one optimum code within these families is ascertained, but its respective characteristics remain unknown. On the other hand, random coding techniques, even though uncapable of finding optimum coding schemes, do provide bounds for information transmission rates up to the channel capacity and thus are preferable. Preliminary work towards combining random coding bounds for specific codes is reported in [6] , where artificial ensembles of codes, invariant to error decoding probability, are constructed. The development of new tight bounding techniques is crucial to the design of specific codes with optimum characteristics which can achieve arbitrarily low error decoding probability with rates close to the channel's capacity.
In this paper, a new tight upper bound on the list decoding error probability of specific classes of codes over binary input symmetric output memoryless channels is derived. It is motivated by the effort to smooth out the influence of the union bound effect in the evaluation of the error probability. The proposed bound relies on the double exponential function rather than the standard exponential employed in the Chernoff bounding technique, as for example in [7] . The random coding argument is employed in the analysis through the set of all possible symbol positions permutations of the given code. Due to the symmetry of the channel and the specific structure of the treated codes, the list decoding error region is common to all codes of the ensemble. Furthermore, the relaxation of the new bound to a single exponential one, allows the derivation of a random coding bound for the previous category of codes with rates below the cutoff limit. This is in accordance to [8] , where lower bounds on the list decoding error probability are derived for all code rates below capacity. In the rest of this paper, Section II provides a new upper bound on list decoding error probability and moreover introduces the notion of -list permutation invariant codes. The random coding argument is applied to the previous class of codes and in relation with the new upper bound it leads, in Section III, to a tight bound on the -list decoding error probability. Additionally, the extension of the generalized version of Shulman-Feder bound (SFB) [9, eq. (A17)], [10] is made feasible through the relaxation of the previous bound. Section IV provides numerical examples of the introduced bounds while discusses a way to lower bound tightly the reliability function of the considered channels. Finally, Section V concludes the present analysis and includes directions for further research.
II. PERMUTATION INVARIANCE AND ERROR PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
Consider the transmission of an arbitrary set of messages , with cardinality , through a binary input, symmetric output discrete memoryless channel. Each message , is encoded to an -length codeword that belongs to a given binary, linear block code and is transmitted through the channel. The codewords of are denoted by
, where is the all-zero codeword, , while with denotes the distance spectrum of . The minimum Hamming weight of the codewords in is denoted by , while is the Hamming weight of the binary vector . The transition probability measure of the channel, given the transmitted message , is , where is the received vector at the output of the channel, also of length . The output alphabet is and hence . The error transition probability of the channel is , where is the cardinality of the channel's 0018-9448/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE output alphabet . All vectors of length considered in the analysis are column vectors.
Remark 1:
Under the previous channel modeling setup, the proposed results apply either to a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with or to the more general case of a binary-input, ternary-output channel with transition probability and erasure probability (of course ). The translate of a binary linear code by any vector is called a coset of the code, while a vector of smallest weight within the coset is called a coset leader. The weight distribution of a coset is defined in the same way as the distance spectrum of .
Definition 1:
The coset weight distribution (or distance) matrix of a binary linear block code is defined as the matrix having as rows all the distinct coset weight distributions of . The first row of is the distance spectrum of the code, while the other rows are sorted according to the weight of their coset leaders (coset weight).
In the analysis following, matrix is especially useful since it reveals the number of codewords a received vector has within distance . Namely, if a coset has weight distribution for some , then has codewords of at exact distance .
Letting list decoding be performed at the output of the channel with fixed list size , the conditional error decoding probability of , given the transmission of message 0, satisfies (1) where (2) Since the channel is memoryless and output symmetric, is equivalently expressed as (3) Moreover, if for we set (4) then, due to the definition in (2), we have for (5) and thus the error decoding probability in (1) is upper bounded as (6) In case , (6) consists an upper bound on the maximum likelihood (ML) error decoding probability. The current work is confined to the following -list permutation invariant codes. From an -list permutation invariant code , we construct an ensemble of codes by considering all possible symbol position permutation matrices . A position permutation matrix has a single 1 in every row and every column and is orthogonal , where is the identity matrix, and the transpose matrix of . Let, for example and Then, the permuted code is and corresponds to the symbol position permutation . The lemma provided here is crucial in the derivation of the new tight bound on the list decoding error probability.
Lemma 1:
For an binary linear block code that is -list permutation invariant, all codes in the permuted ensemble have the same error decoding region . Proof: In the original -list permutation invariant code , assume the received vector is where the weight distribution of the unique coset is . Due to the restriction imposed by condition , it must be that . Indeed, if , then will have at most codewords, not including the all zeros codeword , within Hamming distance and thus will not cause a list decoding error.
Let such a received vector , with . Then has codeword(s), different from , at Hamming distance . Let, for any permutation matrix , the corresponding permuted vector of . Vector is also of weight while the coset weight distribution of is denoted by , where does not necessarily equal . Since is selected as the minimum nonzero term of the column of minus 1 and for all (property ), also has codewords of , apart from the all-zeros codeword , at distance , i.e., . Thus . Moreover it is noted that
The innermost equality in the right hand side (RHS) of (7) indicates that also has codewords, apart from , of the permuted code at distance . Hence, causes a list decoding error in . Let with weight , for some , and the weight distribution of the corresponding coset , . For any permutation matrix , the weight distribution of coset is denoted by , where is not necessarily equal to . Then, due to property , has codewords of , apart from , at Hamming distance . Equality holds in the latter relation in case cosets and have the same weight distribution. Consequently, , while the weight transformation (7) guarantees that also causes a list decoding error in the permuted code . Finally, in all other cases where and for all , always has codewords of within distance and thus .
In relation with the proof of Lemma 1, the proper selection of fixed list size , under property , guarantees that permutations of erroneous received vectors of minimum weight are also erroneous. On the other hand, property assures that all received vectors of weight will have within distance at least codewords of .
III. NEW TIGHT UPPER BOUNDS
Due to the channel symmetry, the average list decoding error probability of any code , over all messages in , equals [12, Appendix C] . Thus, any bound on is also a bound on . Moreover, for a -list permutation invariant code , in all codes of the ensemble constructed in Section II, message 0 is encoded into the all-zeros vector . Thus,
. Consequently, if we take the average over on both sides of (6), then due the error decoding region invariance property stated in Lemma 1, we have (8) Note that the function is concave for since Moreover, for any , . Therefore, application of Jensen's inequality to the RHS of (8) gives (9) The following technical lemma is useful in the derivation of a closed form upper bound on . The proof is provided in Appendix A.
Lemma 2: The mean value of the double exponent in (9) is lower bounded for all by (10) where (11) Combining Lemma 2 with (9) and passing from to the set of all received vectors , we get (12) The previous analysis introduces a new double exponential upper bound on the average -list decoding error probability of an binary, linear block code . The proof of the following theorem is provided in Appendix B.
Theorem 1: Consider an binary linear block code which is -list permutation invariant with distance spectrum , and coset weight distribution matrix . is utilized in the transmission of an arbitrary set of messages , with cardinality , over a binary input, symmetric output discrete memoryless channel. If is the error transition probability of the channel, then the average -list decoding error probability, over all messages in , of is upper bounded for all as (13) where otherwise.
We note that the upper bound of Theorem 1 fails to reproduce the random coding exponent for an -list permutation invariant code , as in [6, Th. 1]. Additionally, it does not admit a closed form expression for continuous output channel. Nevertheless, since (15) the upper bound in (13) is tighter than the generalized version of Shulman-Feder bound in [9, eq. (A17)], [12, Cor. 8] . Moreover, for -list permutation invariant codes, application of (15) in (13) provides a new version of the generalized SFB, which nicely complements the one presented in [9, eq. (A17)].
Theorem 2: Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the following bound holds for and all (16) Proof: For , application of (15) in (13) and grouping of the terms and yield (17) Moreover due to the binomial expansion formula it holds (18) so that replacing (18) in (17) and collecting the terms raised to the and -th powers, respectively, we have Repeating the above arguments to the sum in the RHS of (19) and due to the definitions of and in (14), (16) We note here the upper bound of Theorem 2 can result by direct application of (15) to (12) . Furthermore, it is noted that the bounds of Theorems 1 and 2 cannot result as special cases of the bounding technique that leads to the DS2 bound [9, eq (8)], since in the latter no proper selection of the unnormalized tilting measure can lead to the upper bound (12).
IV. APPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION
In order to simplify the calculation of the upper bounds of Theorems 1 and 2 and afford coding exponents resembling the random coding one, we proceed by removing the parameters in the respective theorems. Specifically, we note that (20) Then, if we replace in (13) and (16) the upper bound (20) and moreover allow and , then we have, respectively, for (21) and (22) The nature of the above bounds under list decoding with fixed list size is illuminated by the following examples. Consider the transmission of an arbitrary set of messages over a discrete memoryless binary symmetric channel (BSC) with error transition probability . The 6-list permutation invariant code, presented in Table I is examined first. The weight distribution of the specific code, illustrated in the first line of the matrix in Table I , facilitates the calculation of the term in the RHS of (20) . Specifically, for , the double exponential upper bound (21) and the new version (22) of the generalized Shulman-Feder bound are, respectively, optimized for . Results are depicted in Fig. 1(a) , where the tightness of (21) over (22) is illustrated. For the aforementioned transmission procedure, we consider next the Reed-Muller code, where the corresponding coset weight distribution is depicted in [11] . The specific code is not ML permutation invariant since it does not satisfy property . On the other hand, is the minimum value under which conditions are met. For the previous valid fixed list size, the optimized versions of the upper bounds (21) and (22), respectively, are depicted in Fig. 1(b) for . Furthermore, in both Fig. 1(a) and (b), the double exponential upper bound curves resemble that of the double exponential function . Finally, we perform a numerical comparison among the double exponential bound (13) of Theorem 1, the new version (16) of the generalized SFB of Theorem 2 and the DS2 bound [9, eq. (8)]. Again, we consider the transmission of -list permutation invariant codes over a discrete memoryless binary symmetric channel (BSC) with error transition probability , performing list decoding with fixed list size . Under the previous setup, the DS2 bound is expressed for and by (23) The optimized tilting measure in (23) is found by numerical optimization for each value of the error transition probability . Numerical results are presented in Fig. 2(a) and (b) for the 6-list permutation invariant code and the 5-list permutation invariant code, respectively, where the optimized versions of bounds (13) and (16) with respect to the parameters and the optimized version of bound (23) with respect to and are calculated. Furthermore, the tightness of the double exponential upper bound over the new version of the generalized Shulman-Feder bound as well as the DS2 bound is clearly illustrated. In addition, even though the generalized SFB results as a special case of the DS2 bound by proper selection of the tilting measure [3, Ch. 4] , nevertheless for small values of the error transition probability , the new version of the generalized version of SFB is shown to be tighter than the optimized version of the DS2 bound. This is due to the fact that in the new version of the generalized version of SFB optimization is performed with respect to all , in contrast with the standard generalized SFB, where optimization is performed for . Discussion 1) The calculation of the coset weight distribution matrix of linear block codes is in general a computationally hard problem. Nevertheless, the full knowledge of every entry in is not necessary for identifying -list permutation invariant codes. Calculation of upper and lower bounds for the terms in the first few columns are sufficient for the previous identification. Such bounds can be deduced for example by the degree approximation function in [13, eqs. (43) , (44)], the coset weight distribution inequalities by [14] or the modification of Johnson bound [15, Ch. 3] , and are currently under investigation.
-list permutation invariant codes exist also for longer lengths. Consider for example the self-dual binary code of Table III in [16] . This code is 44-list permutation invariant since words of weight 8 have at most 30 codewords at Hamming distance 8, while words of Hamming weight 9 have either none or at least 45 codewords at Hamming distance 9. Furthermore, each word of weight 8 has at distance 10 more codewords than at distance 8 so that condition is satisfied. As another example, we consider the family of extended two-error correcting BCH code of length with even and distance matrix that of [17, Cor. 6] . Selecting , we find that the specific code is 2367-list permutation invariant. Specifically, as is illustrated in Table II -A, all words of weight 4 have either none or at least 2368 codewords at distance 4, while all words of weight 3 have at most 45 codewords at distance 3. Moreover, condition is satisfied since in each row of the distance matrix, there exists at least one element after column 5 strictly greater than 2368. Furthermore, let the 3-error correcting extended BCH code of length 128 with coset weight distribution matrix depicted in Table II-B, [18, Table 5 ]. The availability of the specific distance matrix allows us to deduce that the specific code is both 1-list and 125-list permutation invariant. In more detail, every word of weight 3 has either none or 1 codeword at distance 3, while words of weight 4 have either none or at least 2 codewords of the specific code at distance 4 and at most 32 codewords at the same distance. In the meanwhile, words of weight 5 have either 0 or at least 126 at distance 5. Moreover, property is satisfied since in each of the first two rows of the code's coset weight distribution matrix in Table II -B, an entry greater or equal than 774192 appears. This is due to the fact that the specific BCH code has 774192 codewords of weight 8, where the last parity check bit of each codeword is equal to the zero symbol. 2) Numerical simulations reveal that the double exponential upper bound as well as the SFB are rather loose for linear binary block codes that include the all ones vector , . This is due to the fact that is the maximizing term in (20) and the previous bounds are monotonic with respect to . The above restriction on the bounds' effectiveness can be circumvented by employing the Fano-Gallager bounding technique [9, eq. (16)], either on the received or the code vector space, without violating the conditions and posed for -list permutation invariant codes. 3) Lower bounds on the weight distribution of specific codes are utilized properly in deriving upper bounds on the reliability function of binary symmetric channels for rate regions below the critical rate. Prior work towards this direction is reported among others in [19] and [20] , where the exact value of the reliability function is known for specific rate regions. On the other hand, the upper bound of Theorem 2 facilitates the search for tight lower bounds on the reliability function of binary input, symmetric output discrete memoryless channels. Asymptotic upper bounds on the weight distribution of specific codes [21] are appropriate for this purpose. Specifically, the channel reliability function is defined as [2, eq. (5.8.8)]
where is the set of all codes and the ML error decoding probability of . Let a specific sequence of 1-list permutation invariant, linear binary block codes , whose rate tends to as increases, while the corresponding sequence , or any upper bound of it, converges Since , it holds (25) so that combining (22) with (24) and (25) we have (26) where (27) Then, due to the parametric analysis in [2, Sec. 5.6] and the above assumptions on the sequence of codes, is Consequently, asymptotic theoretical upper bounds on the weight distribution of 1-list permutation invariant binary linear block codes constitute a useful tool in deriving tight lower bounds on the reliability function of binary input, output symmetric channels.
V. CONCLUSION
Random coding performance measures for specific codes are especially useful since they designate codes with optimum characteristics and rates close to the channel capacity. Towards this direction, the present work introduces a double exponential upper bound as well as a new version of the generalized Shulman-Feder bound on the list decoding error probability of -list, permutation invariant, binary linear block codes, transmitted over binary input symmetric output channels. The specific analysis is motivated by the effort to smooth out the influence of the union bound effect in the calculation of the list decoding error probability of a specific code. The former bound is tighter than the generalized Shulman-Feder bound for the -list permutation invariant codes. The latter allows the study of the performance of the previous codes with rates below the cutoff limit, and facilitates the search for tight lower bounds on the channel reliability function. Further research towards random coding bounds for specific codes includes the study of random coding mechanisms [22] as well as the discovery of artificial ensembles of non-binary codes [6] , invariant to the list decoding error probability measure, where the double exponential technique can be applied. Another interesting question is whether the current results can be extended to a more general symmetric channel setting, such as the one considered in [23, Def. 1], and closed-form expressions, analogous to those of Theorems 1 and 2, be obtained for the error decoding probability.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Proof: Since is convex with respect to for , application of Jensen's inequality to the mean value of (4) yields that where is an -length binary vector of Hamming weight . Consequently, as in [9, pp. 3048], we have (32) In order to simplify the analysis and relate the distance spectrum of the code to the fully random distance spectrum, we introduce, as in [9, eq. (A12)], the probabilities , provided in (11) in Lemma 2. Then, the right-hand side (RHS) of (32) 
We group together all with in the sum in (12) , to obtain If the output alphabet is binary, , then for all vectors of the above group, (37) equals 
